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SWIMMING: A WORTHY INVESTMENT

“The things you learn from sports – setting goals,
being part of a team, confidence – that’s

invaluable. It’s not about trophies and ribbons. It’s
about being on time for practice, accepting

challenges and being fearful of the elements.”

– SUMMER SANDERS
(USA GOLD MEDALIST IN SWIMMING)



WELCOME, PARENTS
COACH'S MESSAGE

My name is coach Joshua Montes and I am the BLUE group coach. I have been with swat for 3 years going on 4. I look

forward to getting to know all the swimmers this season and getting to know the parents as well. Please feel free to

introduce yourselves so that I may get to know you and your swimmers.

 

The goals for this group are to motivate each swimmer to continue to enjoy the sport of swimming.  We

will encourage the kids to see their full potential and help them succeed in their goals that they have set

for themselves. I believe in hard work and persistence. However, swimming is a place for children to go

to see their friends and get away from everyday life routines.

 
My expectations for swimmers is to be on time. Being on time is important as it plays a role in teaching children

responsibility while helping them understand the importance and the dedication that they put into it  will result in

helping them reach their goals.

--Joshua Montes-- GO SWAT!!!



SOUTHWEST AQUATICS TEAM
RECOMMENDED PRACTICE ATTENDANCE

Blue Group
4-5 Per Week

GO SWAT!!!



SOUTHWEST AQUATICS TEAM
RECOMMENDED SWIM COMPETITIONS

Blue Group
SWAT
RAST
LCAT
DSSC
EPAP
BAT
Midland
Albuquerque 

 
*Meets will vary for some based on time standards required

to enter.

GO SWAT!!!



Equipment Required For Practice
TRAIN ING F INS
Long Fins are preferred over Short
Fins.  Optional Swim Fin Socks to
prevent chafing from fins.

K ICKBOARD
No Brand Preferred.

PULL  BUOY
Please purchase appropriate size
for your swimmer.

FRONT SNORKEL
Recommended Finis Stability Front
Please Note Side Snorkels are not
usuable in training.

SWIM BANDS
Recommended Speedo.
Please purchase appropriate size
for your swimmer.

HAND PADDLES
Recommended Finis Agility.
Size Small to Medium.  No Large

PARACHUTE
Recommended Finis 12"


